
Position Description

Scarf is seeking a dynamic individual with excellent people and program/operational

management skills to support delivery of Scarf’s operations in line with its Strategic Plan. This is

a newly created senior leadership role in our almost 11-year old social enterprise.

Position Title: Director of Operations and Programs

Start Date: 3 June 2021 (negotiable)

Employment Status: Permanent Part Time 0.6 - 0.8FTE*

*Scarf is a small organisation with many hospitality

partnerships central to our operations. As the Melbourne

hospitality industry recovers and rebuilds from the

devastating impacts of COVID in 2020, we are striving to

return to regular programs and continue providing

meaningful training, mentoring and work experience

opportunities to our trainees in a safe and effective way. In

late May 2021 we’ll begin a staged return to regular Scarf

Dinners, a key part of our social enterprise model which

provide paid work experience for trainees, a unique

advocacy opportunity, and crucial income to support the

wellbeing and job-readiness elements of our programs.

This role will initially be 3 days per week, moving to 4 days per week for a five month period (mid-July

through mid-December) before moving back to 0.6FTE in mid-December 2021. The role FTE may be

re-negotiated in the first quarter of 2022 depending on Scarf’s operational capacity / hospitality

industry restrictions at the time.

Availability: Set working hours in this role are flexible, however you must be available to work at Scarf Dinners

(running predominantly on Wednesday nights in 2021)

Reports To: CEO

Direct Reports: Restaurant and Training Manager, Wellbeing and Job Readiness Manager, Finance Manager

Classification and Salary: Annual salary (pro rata) $75,000 + 9.5% superannuation + access to generous Salary

Packaging benefits (as Scarf is a registered charity, you can salary package up to $15,900 per year for everyday

expenses such as your mortgage or rent, bills, shopping and petrol.)

Location: Worksmith Collingwood, Worksmith ELLA (CBD), Scarf partner venues and home office
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Please note: Scarf works with young people of all genders, but since 2016

we’ve seen a steady increase in female applications. Between 2017-2019,

72% of Scarf trainees were female. The Director of Operations and

Programs will have substantial contact with female participants, and in

many cases will be the first person who potential trainees connect with at

Scarf when applying for a trainee position. In line with Scarf’s

Trauma-Informed framework, our strong commitment to the wellbeing and

safety of participants, and given our current staffing profile, we can only

consider applications for the role of Director of Operations and Programs

from female-identifying individuals.

What is Scarf?

Scarf is a not-for-profit social enterprise using hospitality to transform young lives. We do this by running

hospitality training, mentoring and paid work experience programs in a culturally-safe, trauma-informed manner.

Scarf’s organisational culture is one of opportunity and inclusivity and the Scarf team and board are strongly

motivated by the organisation’s values, as well as the resilience, determination and achievements of our trainees

and graduates.

For over ten years we’ve worked closely with the community sector and the hospitality industry to make

employment more equitable for young people facing barriers to work. Scarf trainees are keen, resilient young

people seeking protection, and those from refugee and migrant backgrounds who’ve been locked out of the job

market.

Since 2010 we’ve partnered with over 100 awesome Melbourne restaurants and seen 252 young people

graduate from our programs. Scarf Dinners and events are a positive, supportive environment where

participants thrive and gain real-world experience whilst being paid for their contribution. Scarf graduates are

part of a unique learning community and move on to jobs with new skills, knowledge, networks and tons of

confidence. For Scarf’s Vision, Mission and Values, quick facts and video links, see the final pages.

The Role

The Director of Operations and Programs is a newly created senior leadership role in the organisation who

reports directly to the CEO. You’ll be responsible for leading Scarf’s day to day operations which see us provide

opportunities to 40 - 50 young people facing barriers to employment each year through various programs and

regular Scarf Dinners. You will manage the small (but mighty!) Scarf team of staff and volunteers, ensuring that

key projects and programs are delivered with maximum social impact.

We’re seeking someone skilled and experienced in operations and systems with a passion for hospitality, and

a deep commitment to making employment more equitable for young people facing barriers to work.

This role will see you move seamlessly between working strategically and autonomously, to working constructively

in a small group and providing direction, motivation and feedback to the team. You’ll need to

be adaptable and dynamic, and at the ready to implement changes when things don’t quite go to plan!
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The Director of Operations and Programs is responsible for ensuring

Scarf’s day to day operations allow the organisation to deliver its mission

of creating a nourishing, supportive and inclusive space for trainees to

gain confidence, skills, knowledge and networks; and fostering

connections in the hospitality industry to create equitable employment

opportunities.

The individual who’ll take on this role must be personable, genuine and

empathetic; you’ll have lots of contact with Scarf trainees and

graduates, as well as mentors, partner restaurants, sponsors and other

stakeholders. You’ll work in a culturally-sensitive manner to ensure Scarf

remains a safe, valuable and supportive environment for all trainees,

volunteers (mentors and trainers) and staff.

Key Responsibilities

Operations & Team Management

● Ensure day-to-day operations run smoothly and that consistent approaches are used across the

organisation (eg. organisational systems and software such as Microsoft Office, Monday.com, Salesforce

and G-Suite)

● Run regular team meetings and ensure tasks are clearly delegated and timelines are manageable

● Implement or reinforce key operational processes (eg. project management, trainee and graduate case

noting, evaluation and social impact reporting, and communication with hospitality partners)

● Foster Scarf’s sustainability and potential scalability through improved operations, systems and processes

which focus on efficiency and present good value for our small organisation

Program Delivery

● Work closely with management team to ensure recruitment of trainees, trainers and mentors is

undertaken in a timely manner

● Work closely with management team to ensure Restaurant

Partners (and other relevant partners or sponsors) are

engaged in line with program timelines

● Ensure team is working within Scarf’s Trauma-Informed

Framework when delivering any activity relating to Scarf

trainees and graduates

● Ensure Scarf maintains and builds on current program

delivery, building job readiness and wellbeing support, and

offering other initiatives to enhance the trainee experience

● Maintain strong employment outcomes for graduates of

10-week Seasonal Programs

Strategic Implementation

● Manage the implementation of the organisational strategy, including maintaining and improving reporting

and operating procedures to ensure projects and programs are completed successfully and within budget
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● Oversee the timely implementation of key strategic projects and programs, including budget

management, thorough program evaluation and social impact tracking

Business Strategy

● Provide evidence-driven and future-focused recommendations to the team, CEO and Board on strategic

and business opportunities

● Develop relationships with key strategic partners that enable Scarf’s sustainability and scalability (these

might include: hospitality businesses, philanthropic organisations, government departments, corporate

organisations, not-for-profits, social enterprises etc.)

● Work closely with the CEO to ensure the organisation and its mission, programs and services are

consistently presented in strong, positive words, images and videos to relevant stakeholders

● Engage in some social media tasks/written e-newsletters so key activities are documented and shared

with Scarf supporters

Management Reporting

● Act as a regular conduit between the team and the CEO, particularly in preparation for upcoming Board

meetings

● Prepare management, program and impact reports in collaboration with the team to ensure that Scarf’s

social impact can be easily shared with the Board and other stakeholders

Financial Management & Risk

● Work with CEO and Finance Manager to create, track and maintain budgets, driving the organisation’s

impact and revenue performance

● Oversee risk management and mitigation of the organisation, with specific focus on Trainee Mental

Health and Wellbeing, and ensure all policies, procedures and insurances are regularly reviewed and

updated to reflect the needs of the organisation

● Ensure the organisation and its employees remain compliant in all areas, especially in relation to

understanding and working within Scarf’s Trauma-Informed framework, having current police checks, and

undertaking relevant training*

* Once employed with Scarf, all staff undertake training including ‘Culturally Responsive Practice’ with

Centre for Multicultural Youth, and Trauma-focussed practices (specific to young people seeking

protection and those from refugee backgrounds) with Foundation House. Scarf is committed to the

ongoing professional development of all staff.

People & Culture

● Effectively manage and motivate Scarf’s employees and volunteers according to the organisation’s policies

and procedures that fully conform to current laws and regulations (and regularly review these policies and

procedures and update when necessary). When required, work with CEO and Finance Manager to recruit

and onboard new staff

● Develop and implement systems that support Scarf’s strategic goal of creating an effective, ethical,

sustainable organisation where team members feel valued, supported and report high levels of wellbeing

● Oversee appropriate and empowering performance management of all staff/long-term volunteers
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Who You Are

● You’re a skilled and compassionate leader with

integrity. You’re self-aware, effective and efficient.

You’ve led teams and coordinated activities to

achieve results in organisational/business growth

and mission-focussed impact

● You have plenty of experience managing people, and

can demonstrate solid experience in either managing

programs in a not-for-profit environment, or managing

teams in a hospitality environment. You’re confident in

your ability to guide, mentor and inspire young people

who have limited work experience

● You’re an independent and creative problem solver who

is comfortable managing operations using a range of

systems and methods. You bring strategy, critical thinking, innovation and solutions that work in a lean

not-for-profit/social enterprise environment

● You’re intelligent and perceptive. Formal qualifications are not a barrier. We’re looking for a mix of

experience in relevant fields which may include hospitality, social enterprise, training, communications

and/or community development

*Whilst it’s not essential to this role, a background in hospitality and/or solid knowledge of Melbourne

hospitality networks and standard operating procedures will be looked upon favourably*

● You’re flexible and adaptable and you’re able to turn strategy into action. You’re excited about working

with Scarf’s Strategic Plan and ensuring that the organisation’s day to day activities and operations reflect

and support our strategic priorities

● You’re a great communicator and storyteller. You can express yourself as a writer and speaker. You have

demonstrated the skills required to be a spokesperson, to advocate, promote and present within media

and public settings, and with businesses and other organisations who help Scarf deliver our mission

through valuable partnerships

● You’re a fast learner with excellent attention-to-detail. Your interpersonal, written and oral

communication skills are strong, and you’re not afraid to learn new skills when needed

● You come with a strong network and are exceptional at building enduring relationships. You have the

capacity to engage with many different stakeholders, from partner businesses to referral organisations to

Scarf trainees, graduates and mentors. You’re empathetic and have high EQ, grit, and compassion, and

can communicate with anyone on their level

● You have money smarts. You understand financial models and implications and are comfortable working

within program budgets to ensure Scarf’s operations are efficient and sustainable

● Organisational culture is important to you. You understand that Scarf’s vision, mission and values should

be woven through all aspects of operations and management practices. You’re strongly motivated by

Scarf’s culture of opportunity and inclusivity and excited to manage a team of staff and volunteers with a

focus on wellbeing, meaningful work and strong social impact

● And most importantly, you have heart. You provide genuine support and help others grow. You expect the

best and carry others through the worst. You can translate passion for equitable employment for all young

people into action, accept responsibility for outcomes with grace, and be an example for others to admire

and aspire to
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Knowledge, Skills and Attitude relative to
Culturally Safe Practice

At Scarf, we work with young people from highly diverse cultural
backgrounds and strive to create an inclusive, culturally-safe
space which promotes learning and growth. Ideally Scarf’s
Director of Operations and Programs possesses the following
essential knowledge, skills and attitude:

Knowledge

Essential

● Awareness/understanding of cultural
differences and complexities

● Awareness of global events, gender issues,
anti-oppressive practice and systemic
disadvantage which may impact Scarf’s
cohort of trainees

Desired

● Have worked sensitively and confidentially
with young people who may have
experienced trauma, discrimination and
complex employment barriers

● Lived experience in a non-Western culture
● Knowledge of community sector (in

particular, various services, programs and
pathways relative to the Scarf trainee
cohort)

Skills

Essential

● Empathetic, active listener
● Curious and self-aware
● Have provided management / guidance /

mentoring to individuals in a
strengths-based way to encourage and
empower

Desired

● Have worked effectively with young people
from diverse cultural backgrounds

● Self-reflective, with good understanding of
self-care principles (particularly in relation
to vicarious trauma)

● Experience in advocacy

Attitude

Essential

● Openness and respect for people from all
cultural backgrounds

● Inclusive and non-judgemental
● Strong personal values and ethics which

align with Scarf as an organisation

Desired

● Interest in social justice and the role social
enterprise can play in addressing inequity
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To Apply

Applications are open from Monday 3 May to Friday 21 May. Early applications will be favoured.

Scarf is focused on creating a multidisciplinary team that values the rich skills and experiences brought by

people from a range of sectors and professional backgrounds. Further depth is brought by those from

diverse cultural backgrounds, migrant or refugee backgrounds, people seeking protection, LGBTIQ+

communities, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, all of whom are strongly encouraged to

apply for this role if it matches their experience, skills and values. Proof of eligibility to work in Australia is

required, as well as a satisfactory National Police Check.

To apply, please send a CV and cover letter (addressed to Hannah Brennan) to hello@scarfcommunity.org,

which demonstrate relevant experience, and clearly outline that you have the skills, knowledge, attitude

and experience required for this role. Your cover letter should contain four short paragraphs (no more than

250 words per paragraph) responding to each of the following. If you prefer, you may use dot points:

- please outline your experience managing programs/teams/operations (whichever is most

relevant) in a dynamic environment, referencing any budget/financial responsibilities

- please outline your experience working with young people who have limited employment

experience, and the skills and qualities you obtained through this work

- please outline why you believe you have the knowledge, skills and attitude to work in a

culturally-safe way with Scarf’s trainee cohort

- please outline what you see as the biggest opportunities and challenges for the hospitality

industry/businesses more broadly, to make employment more equitable for young people from

asylum seeker, refugee and migrant backgrounds?

You may include one additional paragraph, also no longer than 250 words, that sets out any additional

experience, knowledge, skills or attributes that you believe supports your application

Please also submit a 1 - 3 minute video (iPhone quality is fine… no fancy video skills are actually required in

this role!) in which you answer the following:

- what initially attracted you to this role?

- what is your greatest personal or professional achievement, and why?

Queries about the role or the application process can be directed to Hannah Brennan -

0488 772 911 / hannah@scarfcommunity.org

Note: Applicants who are short-listed will be contacted to arrange an interview. The Scarf team is small, and

unfortunately we are unable to provide feedback on individual applications.
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Quick Facts About Scarf

● We’re been operating since 2010

● 252 young people have graduated from Scarf programs

● Our program retention rate is 93%

● We’ve run 24 Scarf Seasonal Programs and five Tasting Plate short courses

● We’ve served over 16,700 diners

● We’ve provided 16,560 hours of industry standard training to Scarf trainees

● We’ve provided 8,580 hours of paid work experience to Scarf trainees

● We've paid Scarf trainees a total of $214,600 in wages during Scarf Dinners and events

● We’ve partnered with 30 Melbourne venues like Higher Ground, The Lincoln and Epocha

● Our mentors come from venues like Gerald’s Bar, Market Lane and Pullman Hotel

● 70% of graduate trainees have found jobs within six months of completing Scarf

● Scarf graduates have gone on to fantastic jobs at Garden State Hotel, Siglo, Vertue Coffee,

Super Ling, Bodriggy Brewing Co, Free to Feed, Cafe Sunshine & SalamaTea, The European and

Spring St Events, Keg King, Koko Black, Sofitel on Collins, Atticus Finch, The Plough Hotel, The

Two Birds Nest, The Lincoln, Maha, Attica, The Moor’s Head, The Penny Black, Peter Rowlands

Catering, Mount Zero Olives, Gladstone Park Hotel, Thirsty Camel, Parkroyal Hotel, M.Pavilion,

Hell of the North, Bibendum Wine Co, NAB,

VicSuper and Box Hill Institute.

Watch our videos to hear directly from Scarf

trainees and graduates.
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Scarf’s Vision, Mission and Values

Vision A society which embraces diversity, celebrates connected communities, and has equitable

employment opportunities for all.

Mission To create a nourishing, supportive and inclusive space for trainees to gain confidence, skills,

knowledge and networks. To foster connections in the hospitality industry to create equitable employment

opportunities.

Who we work with Scarf provides opportunities for 18 - 28 year-olds facing barriers to work, including

those who are long-term unemployed, specifically:

- young people seeking asylum (waiting on a protection outcome)

- young people from a refugee or migrant background

Values

Quality & Pride

Scarf training sessions, Scarf Dinners and other events are top quality. Trainees, mentors,

trainers, staff, board members, restaurant partners, sponsors and diners are all proud to be

part of Scarf.

Equity

We acknowledge that the current system does not afford everyone the same opportunities. We

strive to change this, so that all young people have equitable access to training and employment.

Respect & Togetherness

Whilst respecting that each Scarf trainee has their own aspirations, goals and dreams, we value

togetherness and what we can achieve as a team.

Fun

We believe in the importance of hard work and fun in equal measure.

Partnerships

We use our privileged position to form purposeful partnerships in the community sector, the

hospitality industry, and beyond.

Possibility & Opening Doors

We see potential in every individual and strive to create meaningful change for all participants.

Humility

We’re proud of our important work, but try not to take ourselves too seriously all the time. We’re

grateful for the support we receive, large or small.
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